Dear Editor,

Grief is a psychobiological response with emotional, cognitive and behavioural components. The experience of grief in reaction to loss is universal, yet there is lack of an integrative theory of bereavement which could merge neurobiological, psychological and sociocultural factors. Unsurprisingly, during the last decades, grief has posed a nosological challenge, in which the border between normal and pathological reactions may not always be clear.

Through the presentation of the following clinical vignette, we aim to attract more attention to highly heterogeneous phenomenology of grief reaction. We report a 20-years old female, farmer, single (and lived with her parents). She had no relevant past medical and psychiatric history. She attended our outpatient department for panic disorder that started after her grandfather’s death (a very important figure in her life), two years prior, in the context of a rapid progressive colon cancer. She consulted previously a psychiatrist and took escitalopram, but she abandoned after four months, without improvement. Apart from the panic attacks, she also presented feelings of acute grief – intense sadness, crying, feelings of guilt about his death, the sensation of his presence around her and vivid dreams – and hypochondriac symptoms: the belief that there was something wrong with her body and something bad could be happening with her (not related with the panic attacks) despite the normal medical exams done by her general practitioner (echocardiogram, electrocardiogram and several blood tests). She missed her work, got isolated from social contacts and visited many times her general practitioner asking for repeatedly medical examinations. Given the severity of the symptoms, we started Sertraline (50 mg/day) and supportive psychotherapy. The symptoms resolved after six months. We conceptualized this clinical case as a complicated grief with secondary panic attacks and hypochondriasis. In the setting provided, patient was able to do her grief work and adapt/cope with her lost, with the subsequent resolution of the symptoms.

Hypochondriacal symptoms could be found in a wide range of mental disorders. Interestingly, hypochondriasis was seen psychodynamically as a defence against guilt or low self-esteem, which bears obvious resemblances with the role of self-blame in bereavement. One could say: “Why should I be healthy now that my grandfather is dead from a disease I couldn’t help?”.

Focusing on the phenomenological account of the patient, the misinterpretation of otherwise normal bodily sensations could be triggered or aggravated by the emotional state (due to grief). The overvalued ideas firmly held by the patient refer to a fear of illness, which could mediate a deeper fear of death.

We also suggest that the first trial of SSRI (escitalopram) failed, at least in part because the psychosocial aspects of grief were underlooked. Supportive psychotherapy promoted emotional repair and cognitive restructuring with new coping strategies.

As far as we know this is the first report in the literature of hypochondriasis as a phenomenological presentation of complicate grief. This article outlines the need to recognize hypochondriasis in times of distress, avoiding unnecessary exams and investigation, and prompting supportive psychotherapy, tailored to the singularity of the grief process.
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